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AMmEJ OT8STJDGATXÖ5S OF TEE HiOCHBMS 
IK' A. KKKJ&EJE C0B3S 

£3Poa.lowr&ig is a translation of an &rliöl*i foy 
is* I. Klcspfep saß G. K. Tikhoralw In 1«»©* 
stiya %gsMMa tfohebsykh Ä8we<S«äiy> IKtöfetpö»* 
la^MaaBÄa (ffwt of Higher.EdaoetiOK«! Insti* 
tutlo&dU KLectrmechanies)» Ho IS* How>ch«av 
ftasak, 1959» pages 12~&7«j 

DERB^IOI OF TEE 3SQÖÄ.nON OF OT BSgrSBBSSB 
JjOÖl» 

She rdXatloz* between the m^mtia fiele? st»$ßgth 
in a" sps«je ceei^pied by SBJT giFss, imätm'&M. the magnetie 
Ihduetion-is ocx$?9Sseä fej the w&l! USBOKHL raqpmtlfcft 

' ft ^ 

The Bagn&tic pejmsabSiity '.* Iff & päjsleaX ^.asa« 
tlty which characterizes the s&gEetie p^opastlfcs of the 
ffiSdlTSE« 

follcv«t 
äS is Jmoraij equation (1) ean be sospeMeci as 

Ä*^+4«/. (a) 
Eerejssu is the aagxietie parao&Mlity of WOT»% X .is tho 
magnetic strength Milch characterise® th« adctlMos 1;;# 'the 
fundamental magnetic process that has besa lEtro<5:©se«l hy 
the rnedtau For a vornan W© always hiwe 1 » 0* XB s&ijf Me- 
dina I jif €U In the c&3« of Iroa aaä ferrciaafa^lc: msta» 
rials 2;>© mti is reisttr&ly HOJJC& mere iteorfcanS» 

JöccKeäisg to client vie^s of the Kitisr* of fe^s»^ 

X 
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BaHaw   fl -pewous magnet represents the sm of elemen- 
magnetism. fatS«2h?S can rotate about their axes 
tary small ^gnets which re^istame or analogs friction 
without encountering any *esls*;~S«   tov^Sh-flh at the same 
from neighboring ^fS^S/Shel^ Se LSal ^aS, time act magnetically on one anoxner« if.~«X   «n tfea 
dSinl thel.bSence of an f^rnal »agnetg^W A\ 
small magnets separate into a series of div"JJ*J*,g0tt 

^Iduailf fall apart and form stable new groupings as indi- 
SStS^tffiSSiL field. Ws process cojtoes until 
all of the small elementary magnets are oriented in the 
field, i« e»j until saturation« 

t'resllfeal 

Fig« 1* "Static" hysteresis loop of ferrlte 

iMmanslonss K a 65 (7x4x2.1 mm); X « 29o75| 

Hc    - 0«27 oefsteds? Bm = 2440 gauss 

Th?*solid lin|ashows^?he experimentally obtained 
cSJfS. Thecomputed points are shorn by dots«     J 



T     Durinp this process the intensity of magnetiza- 
tion I reaches a maximum and any further increase In mag- 
netic induction will take place, as in a vacuum, at the 
expense of/^ in equation (2). 

After the external magnetic field ceases to act, 
the small elementary magnets form new groupings. The pre-, 

_ dominant orientation of the small magnets imposed by the - 
external field is preserved to a definite extern; in the^ 
new groupingso This determines the residual 'magnetism ox 
the body*Bre« (Pig, 1). In order to eliminate the resi- 
dual magnetism it is necessary to apply an-external 
field strength H in the opposite direction. 

The losses of energy incnred during the magnetiza- 
tion cycle (hysteresis losses) are explained by the set- 
ting into oscillation of the small elementary magnets du- 
ring regrouping and these losses produce an increase in 
the kinetic energy of the molecules, i. e., a heat ef- 
fect* 

According to the above, the intensity of magneti- 
zation I determines that increase in magnetic induction 
of the medium which arises as a result of the predominant 
orientation of the smell elementary magnets by the exter- 
nal field» 

Each small elementary magnet has a very definite 
magnetic moment. 

H ~ B&,. (3) 

where m is the magnetic mass of one pole§ 
L is the distance between the poles of the small magnet, 
taken as a vector. 

We note that representation of the magnetic mass 
and the distance between the poles of a small elementary 
magnet is only a convention, Satiation (3) emphasises uhe 
fact that each elementary magnet creates a magnetic field 
whose absolute quantity is independent of external condi- 
tion but uhose direction depends upon the physical state 
of the body, the nature of the external field and the 
degree of interaction with surrounding small magnets. All 
these elementary small magnets have a differently compo- 
sed magnetic moment in the direction in which the exter-— 



r "1 
nal magnetic field, strength E is acting* Let $: be the 
angle of inclination of the axes of the elementary' small 
magnet to the direction of H, 

We will accept the fact that the probability of 
a given small elementary magnet having a -'cmy^i    is 
equal to — 

1. eOJ the distribution of elementary magnets along the 
cosine is taken as normal since such a distribution is 
encountered in practice each time there is a variation 
in the observed effect or magnitude (in our case 
due to the action of a large number of forces which are 
mutually additive, almost independent, and snail in com- 
parison to the total« Such a summation is usually based 
on the fundamental law which determines the average effect 
and leads to a "normal" distribution curve«, The normal 
law is observed, 1» g,, in the distribution of the velo- 
city components of gas molecules, in the dispersion of 
the coordinates of particles undergoing Brownlan move- 
ments, and in the variability of plant organisms, Let us 
assume that it also acts in the case we are considering* 

In place of the exact equation (4) we will Intro» 
duee-an approximation substituting probability for rela- 
tive frequency of the event (frequency)» 

n        .*    '•*» - «■»■ "i 

.v"VS.I"   ""- (5) 

Here n is the number of elementarv magnets inclined to- 
ward H at an angle   f  where  rti<CQ&*<fy: 

and   N is the total number of ele- 
mentary magnets» 
Multiplying the left and right sides of equation t$) by 
ml we will obtain an approximate value for the increase 
in magnetisation strength that corresponds to the rota- 
tion of part of the elementary magnets to a certain angle 
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^2«J (6) 

This same rotation is a result of the action of the ex- Z- 
— ternal magnetic field H, 1. e., the angle of rotation is 

a function of H or . ^f{H).     Carrying out the t r ans forma- ,' 
tion in equation (6) and introducing the designation k = - 
we obtain 

1^2« J 
•oi, *> 

where Im - mN0 
If we assume that 

W(">~ jjrcos??sln?|/j ~(~-)\ (8) 

H 
TU here     ff* '•«•in*,    then 

?f^«l.f + I.IUf j/|    -(£)] 
/• 

/-   2/«    i        f /. 
1/2*   J 

(9) 

k is expressed in such a fashion that the distribution curve 
in the section outside the interval    1 •■''.<!„ differs little 
from zero. Substituting (9) in (2) we obtain the more gene- 
ral relationship 

L 
-   5  - 
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ä«H,//+4| a«/« | ;* 
*'■' (9*5) 

For" ferromagnetic materials under an external field 
strength of H = (0 7 5) Hc the following expression Is 
valid? 

#„3r4n/.. 

*j£-e<^  . .io»(/,    (£)'[ (10) 

when 

V 2K J F^r (10.5) 

Equation (10) is the equation of a hysteresis loop® Kno?/ing 
parameters %f Ha, He» UQ 

and & i* ^s possible to find the 
value of B for any E within the limits -Hm to Em« Fig* 1 
shows the agreement of equation'(10) with the experimental 
curve. 

\m  STEP PROCESS III A FBERITB CORE 

As an example of the applicability of the equation 
of the hysteresis loop (10) we will wxamine the step process 
in a ferrite coref a diagram of which Is shown in Fig« 2. 
Starting from this arrangement It is possible to write the 
following four equations'} 

** 4.ÄU Clla) F-iS*w*!ii +Rii> 
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(lib) 

2ß 
*[^ *«•¥*«** )A-(0 

^2» 
r<fc 

T~] 

(He) 

///«4*(i,H7,—ijtr,). (lid) 

Fig« 2» Diagram of a ferrlte COP©. 

We will not consider the effect of eddy currents since 
in a ferrite they are practically equal to zero. We trill 
eliminate from the given system of equations the currents 
iiand i2« In order to do this we will write (11a) and 
(lib) in the form 

L 
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E,ur,      w,3 d® 

°-7ir i*r+''••• (lle3 

Subs tract ing the upper equation from the lower we obtain 

E,w,     i w.*      w,2 \  dB dH    IH CiW,     / wx*      wt* \ ats an    in m-p\ 
/?,      \ /?,        R2  )  dttdt   ',4« 

where s is the cross section area of the ferrite ring5 
I is its average circumference. Substituting  i^2r.r 
r is the radius of the average circumference, 

(fi-BUif \ 
COS? . ~y-^r-r-—- 

tfß  

r*"*«,*[£^-^KM£)T 
(12) 

and p Kt/y  

we obtain the differential equation of a ferrite core 

dH 
^—-«at U 
til         "  

U/,    f 

^■#;":rT"'W':   "■ "" 

2fi** 

«■r»B5 - 
//•sin? 

(13) 
>'2«"* **/> *:* [£ <•««? x»inT|/i_  (£)' 

8   - 



Tin the case where K2 - OD,   i. e.? i2 = 0.  equation (lie0 
takes the form 1H =4- ■*/,»,   and the equation of the fsprite 

a".. —7— ■■""Tr-vsrir \ 
at «Of:  r- 7'iT-      I (14) 

Sf&Hrfxp j j^ eo« f »*** J/ 1. - (j£ |*    j 

It is necessarv to observe that all arguments lead 
to the assumütion that'll remains exclusively within the 
limits   (~HmtH   Hm).    Correspondingly, the largest value 
of H cannot" be arbitrary. When K = H]aaX, && « 0,  ana xrom 
this condition we find that «* 

€£?J - .'"? _o • (15) 

Equation (15)  is Ohm's La?/ and describes the condition of 
the ferrite core in a steady state« 

The voltage auplied to winding *i  may be any func- 
tion o^ t-fme. We will' examine a partial case - the action 
of a square pulse, or more exactly, only its front. Since 
there is always in practice a certain time interval during 
the increase of voltage, we will represent it mathematical- 
ly thus 

ET   ~ S-,0 (1 - e [illegible text] 

We will find a partial solution of differential equation 
(14) under initial conditions t - 0, K - 0 and the follo- 
wing parameters for a ferrite cores K = 65 (7 x 4 x 2,1) 
nans Y = 29.75?  «n> ~ 0.5;   cos?   = 0.866; Em = 0.54 orsteds; 
H  ' = 0.27 oersteds; Bm = 2440 gauss; Bre3tduai = 2400 gauss; 
ji0 - 1. A static ferrite hysteresis loop is shorn in Fxg. 1. 

Let us take , 

|_ E^ = 25(1 - e*-*«lo7)v, —{ 

-    9   - 



IT«    ~     we will assume that after 0.1 microsecond the vol- 

find the relationship 

_ H = F(t) (16) 

for- magnetization of the ferrite. 

The resiiLts of the calculation are given in 
Table 1, 

Table 1 

Point i 

• 10- O.0ICD    :   0.01«        0,01ft 0.010      0,01«      o,»n*   ;  i-fi^ KtK 

stedsl ;. : — 

?£      -b&.wlm'V* 1,44.10-    li.OHiO« 

0.240 0.2"C» 0,290        0.-10K 

5.53 10« 

f.. >   », M.a 58,0    .    5*.«* Mid 11 »A. 

2.«). 10«    4.22 ICH, 3.73 • 10- 

20», 4 305.3       202.."« 

A graphically computed solution of the differential, equa- 
tion of a ferrite core is given in Fig* 3» 

We v/111 call the time during which the magnetic 
field Intensity in the ferrite changes from £ = 0 to a = a 
?hf ?ime o? magnetization of the ferrite» In our case the 
time of magnetization amounted to 1.83 microseconds. 1 he 
greatest part of the magnetization time is required for 
the rotation of the elementary magnets along the external 
field,  1. e.. during the transition of the magnetic state 
of the ferriie along the steepest part of the hysteresis 
loop in the region Hc« 

It is interesting to find the relationship of thej 

10 



induced e« m. £« In the secondary winding to'the magneti- 
zation of the ferrite ore* In the general ease where 

oo 

£i" - dt 

■p 
"2 

or dB (17) 

Multiplying the corresponding left and right sides of equa- 
tions (12) and (14)-, we find 

dB       E, 
dt     wxs     .2«», 0**»»   & ' 

nence 

rRxw% H   «a p 
fc*      2®,*        «i 

US) 

j^( oersteds) 

iKmicroseconds) , 

•fig« 3* Graph of the step process in a ferrite 

Ferrite K = 65 (7x4x2,1>| % ~ 85 ohm, wx ~ 10, 

11 - 



r Ein a 250, R2 = oo, w2 = 100c 
Solid line is the relationship EKZ)* 
Dotted line is E2(t)„ 

The relationship H = F(t) is known to us (Table 1). 

It should be mentioned that upon numerical tobe- - 
-  gration the expression § is determined automatically. 

•      The graph of the relationship B2 = E(t) is shown 
in Figo 3. 

Tn order to check the results obtained, an ^Per±Z 

pulse front i.^ = 0.1 microseconds* 

Magnetization was carried out along winding wi 
from a type 261 pulse generator« 

The magnetization time was determined by «» pdLjj 
duration of the voltage induced to *&V™??« otoscope, measurements were done with a type CI-1 pulse synchroscope. 

The magnetization time was determined for 10 ferrite 
specimens rented for use to ^^!S?tf dueled f^orn 
2.0 microsecondso The experimental 5%^^ent   Thif m?kes 
the calculations on *>»,.»▼«■{JJlL?^?. KSvsis of ferrite it possible to carry out a mathematical analysis ojjerr"9 

circuits used to automation, telemechanics and computer 
technology» 

Submitted to the editorial 
office 18 Attg 1959 
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